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Estimating cirrus cloud properties from MIPAS data
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[1] High resolution mid-infrared limb emission spectra
observed by the spaceborne Michelson Interferometer for
Passive Atmospheric Sounding (MIPAS) showing
evidence of cloud interference are analyzed. Using the
new line-by-line multiple scattering [Approximate]
Spherical Atmospheric Radiative Transfer code (SARTre),
a sensitivity study with respect to cirrus cloud parameters,
e.g., optical thickness and particle size distribution, is
performed. Cirrus properties are estimated by fitting spectra
in three distinct microwindows between 8 and 12 mm. For a
cirrus with extremely low ice water path (IWP = 0.1 g/m2)
and small effective particle size (De = 10 mm) simulated
spectra are in close agreement with observations in
broadband signal and fine structures. We show that a
multi-microwindow technique enhances reliability of
MIPAS cirrus retrievals compared to single microwindow
methods. Citation: Mendrok, J., F. Schreier, and M. Höpfner

from MIPAS data by Ewen et al. [2005], using a single
microwindow at 940 – 950 cm1 and ignoring the occurrence of a subjacent cloud cover.
[4] Only few line-by-line RT codes are capable of modeling multiple scattering in spherical atmospheres, e.g.,
ARTS [Emde et al., 2004] and McClouds FM [Ewen et
al., 2005]. While these are pure IR and microwave RT
models, the SARTre model [Mendrok, 2006] provides a
consistent tool for terrestrial and solar radiative transfer.
[5] SARTre is used to study effects of thin cirrus clouds
on IR limb spectra. An estimation of cirrus properties from
MIPAS measurements and SARTre calculations is demonstrated and discussed. The article is organized as follows:
section 2 briefly introduces the radiative transfer model,
section 3 describes the analyzed data, and sections 4 and 5
present the sensitivity study and derivation of cirrus parameters. Conclusions are drawn in section 6.

(2007), Estimating cirrus cloud properties from MIPAS data,
Geophys. Res. Lett., 34, L08807, doi:10.1029/2006GL028246.

2. The SARTre Model

1. Introduction
[2] Several aspects of atmospheric science evoke interest
in clouds in general and ice clouds in particular. Permanently covering one third of the globe [Wylie et al., 1994],
cirrus clouds play an important role in the global energy
balance and have to be adequately represented in climate
models. Thus, global and comprehensive data of cloud
occurrence and properties are highly desirable. On the other
hand, clouds ‘‘contaminate’’ molecular emission and
absorption spectra, thus complicate trace gas retrievals.
[3] Limb observations are well established in passive
atmospheric remote sensing. Spaceborne emission sounding
instruments, e.g., MIPAS on ENVISAT and MLS on EOSAura are successfully used for retrieval of temperature and
trace gas profiles. Radiative transfer (RT) models traditionally used for Level 2 processing of limb emission sounders
solve the Schwarzschild equation, i.e., consider extinction
by molecular absorption only and thermal emission as the
sole source. Only recently the potential of limb sounding of
high altitude clouds had been examined [Spang et al.,
2002]. Höpfner et al. [2002] demonstrated that certain
features in high resolution infrared (IR) limb spectra of
clouds can only be explained by scattering of radiation into
the line of sight (LoS). Cirrus properties have been derived
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[6] SARTre is designed for monochromatic high resolution RT modeling in the infrared spectral range and beyond
for arbitrary viewing geometries in spherical atmospheres,
taking emission and scattering into account as sources.
[7] Unlike plane-parallel scattering models, that derive
the atmospheric radiation field by solving a coupled system
of integro-differential equations, most spherical models, and
SARTre in particular, apply the source function integration
technique. Using the integral radiative transfer equation
I ðn Þ ¼ Ib ðn Þ etðnÞ þ

Z

t ðn Þ

0

J ðt 0 ; n Þ et ðnÞ dt 0

ð1Þ

0

radiation sources are ‘‘collected’’ along the observer LoS
and transmitted to the instrument following Beer’s law.
Here I(n) is the monochromatic intensity at wavenumber n,
Ib denotes background radiation, e.g., emission of the cold
space, and t is the optical depth, measured from the
observer along the LoS. The source term
J ¼ JB þ JSS þ JMS

ð2Þ

comprises thermal emission (B), single scattered solar
radiation (SS), and multiple scattering (MS). The diffuse
incident radiation field required for the calculation of the
multiple scattering source JMS is derived assuming a locally
plane-parallel atmosphere and obtained using the pseudospherical version PSDISORT [Dahlback and Stamnes,
1991] of the radiative transfer solver DISORT [Stamnes et
al., 1988].
[8] Aerosol and cloud optical properties are taken from
external sources. Molecular absorption is computed by line-
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Figure 1. ENVISAT cloud observations of orbit 7203 over the Arabian Peninsula. (top) MERIS (left) RGB-composite and
(right) cloud mask, courtesy of Institute for Space Sciences, Freie Universität Berlin. Time offset to MIPAS < 15 min.
Overlaid middle black line indicates the LoS of the evaluated MIPAS sweeps. (bottom) MIPAS spectra (ztan  15 km) of
clear-sky and cloudy conditions. Note the absorption features of H2O and CH4 in the cloudy spectra.
by-line routines adapted from the MIRART code [Schreier
and Böttger, 2003] using spectral line catalogs, e.g.,
HITRAN [Rothman et al., 2005], and optionally including
continuum corrections, e.g., from Clough et al. [1989].
[9] SARTre has been verified by model intercomparisons
to MIRART, KOPRA [Höpfner, 2004] and ARTS in the
mid-IR and to McSCIA [Spada et al., 2006] in the ultraviolet spectral region.

3. Data
[10] MIPAS [Fischer and Oelhaf, 1996] is a high resolution Fourier transform spectrometer onboard the European
ENVISAT mission. Designed for monitoring trace gas
species MIPAS measures mid-IR limb emission spectra
in five channels covering 685 – 2410 cm1. A limb sequence
consists of 17 so-called sweeps with nominal tangent altitudes ztan of 67 km down to 6 km.
[11] For this study upper tropospheric MIPAS spectra
were chosen showing distinct spectral features of thin high
altitude clouds, i.e., (1) a significantly increased broadband
continuum signal in the region of atmospheric windows,
and (2) broad absorption line structures in place of narrow
emission lines in clear-sky spectra, e.g., for H2O lines.
Candidate limb sequences selected on the basis of MIPAS
cloud indices [Spang et al., 2004] that represent criterion
(1) were visually inspected with respect to criterion (2). To
assure absence of a cloud cover below the cirrus, the
MERIS cloud mask [Santer et al., 1997] was evaluated in
the larger vicinity of tropospheric segments of the
MIPAS LoS.
[12] From a limb sequence of orbit 7203 (17 July 2003)
taken over the Arabian Peninsula (30°N 41°E) sweeps 13
(ztan  15 km) and 14 (ztan  12 km) are chosen (Figure 1)

to examine cirrus effects and demonstrate the derivation of
cirrus properties.

4. Sensitivity Study
[13] In order to estimate properties of the observed cirrus,
the sensitivity of IR limb spectra to effects of diverse cirrus
parameters is examined.
[14] Similar to the analysis of MIPAS data concerning
polar stratospheric clouds by Höpfner et al. [2002], three
microwindows from channels A and B are chosen
(Figure 1). Located in the atmospheric window region
at 825 – 830 cm1 (mw1), 947.5 – 950.5 cm1 (mw2) and
1224 – 1228 cm1 (mw3), they cover the ice absorption
band centered around 12 mm. Note that mw2 is similar to
the spectral interval used by Ewen et al. [2005].
[15] MIPAS cloud indices clearly indicate sweep 13 (ztan 
15 km) as the highest spectrum contaminated by clouds.
Taking into account the instrument’s field of view (FoV), the
cloud top height is roughly estimated as 14.0  ztop  16.5 km.
[16] Although SARTre is essentially a one dimensional
(1D) spherical shell atmosphere model, it offers the option
to place the cloud on one side of the LoS divided by the
tangent point only. This option is of crucial importance for
modeling limb observations of thin clouds with tangent
altitudes below the cloud bottom: In a 1D atmosphere a
limb LoS crosses the cloud layer twice and both cloud parts
can contribute significantly to simulated total radiance. In
‘‘real’’ atmospheres it is unlikely that the same cloud is
observed over the distance of tens to hundreds of kilometers
between the crossing points.
[17] The cloud is assumed to consist of columnar particles and characterized by a single size distribution representative of the entire cloud body. Single scattering
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Figure 2. Sensitivity of limb mid-IR spectra (ztan  12 km) (a) to cloud optical thickness (size distribution SD1, see
auxiliary material) and (b) to particle size distribution (
t c = 0.005). Note the missing absorption features in mw1/mw2 of
Figure 2b for SD5 (characterized by very small De = 3 mm) that correspond to a low single scattering albedo in these
microwindows (for details see auxiliary material).

properties of individual ice crystals are taken from a database
by Yang et al. [2005]. Five particle size distributions (SD1 –
SD5) from Liou [1992] and Shettle [1989] with effective size
De of 3 – 42 mm are applied to derive bulk optical properties
(see auxiliary material1 for details).
[18] This work focuses on cirrus effects, hence other
atmospheric conditions such as temperature, pressure, and
trace gas profiles are assumed to be well known. Only major
contributing molecules are taken into account, i.e., H2O, O3,
and CO2 in mw1 and mw2, and additionally CH4 and N2O
in mw3. Profiles retrieved from the examined MIPAS limb
sequence are used [von Clarmann et al., 2003], except for
CO2, where the US standard profile is scaled to 370 ppmv.
Since no retrieval in case of cloud contaminated spectra is
performed yet, a priori data from climatology is used for the
lower atmosphere. Surface emissivity is taken from the
ASTER spectral library (http://speclib.jpl.nasa.gov).
[19] The limb geometry is characterized by observer
position taken from MIPAS Level 1B data and tangent
altitude, using Level 1B tangent altitudes corrected by
extrapolated differences to retrieved tangent altitudes. The
instrument’s FoV is described by a trapezoid-like function
with a base of about 4 km at the tangent point [Nett, 2003].
As the MIPAS measurements, simulated monochromatic
spectra are convolved with an instrumental line shape
assuming Norton and Beer [1976] strong apodization.
[20] Effects of cloud properties, e.g., ice water path IWP
and vertical cloud optical thickness t c, effective particle size
De or size distribution, and others are studied. Among them
IWP and t c cause the largest variability in the spectra.
While being closely linked, in the mid-IR their relation
highly depends on size distribution and crystal habit, i.e., a
certain IWP may translate to a wide range of t c.
clouds with 0.002  tc  0.1
[21] Calculations for thinP
are performed, where tc = i t mwi
c /3 represents the mean
optical depth of the cloud in the three microwindows, while
other parameters are fixed. With increasing cloud optical
thickness, a successive increase of the continuum signal is
observed (Figure 2a). Water vapor absorption features show
up for tc 0.005 in form of side lobes and as inverse H2O
lines for tc 0.01. In addition, in mw3 absorption features
also occur for CH4. Comparing simulated and measured
1
Auxiliary material data sets are available at ftp://ftp.agu.org/apend/gl/
2006gl028246. Other auxiliary material files are in the HTML.

spectra at mw1 and mw2, tc  0.005 is estimated, whereas
broadband features in mw3 suggest tc  0.008.
[22] Results for varied size distribution with fixed mean
optical thickness tc are presented in Figure 2b. Note that
varying the size distribution may change broadband intensity differently between the microwindows, e.g., compare
SD3 and SD4 in Figure 2b. This spectral sensitivity allows
estimation of particle size. In particular, fitting a proper
particle size is expected to largely correct deviating estimates of tc from mw1/mw2 and mw3.
[23] For thin ice clouds, several parameters like cloud top
height and geometrical thickness are found to primarily
result in offsetting the broadband signal over the atmospheric
window, i.e., effects similar to those causes by small
changes in t c. In contrast, the size distribution and shape
of the ice particles are found to cause relative changes of the
broadband intensity in the three microwindows. While the
determination of cloud properties from a single microwindow as used by Ewen et al. [2005] is highly ambiguous
since effects of particle size and shape are hardly separable
from other parameters, the retrieval from microwindows
placed over a wider spectral range is more reliable.

5. Cirrus Retrieval Results
[24] Cirrus properties are simultaneously derived from
sweep 13 (ztan  15 km) and 14 (ztan  12 km) MIPAS
measurements assuming both observe the same, homogeneous cloud. The best fit of measured and modeled spectra
is obtained by minimizing the noise weighted squared
residuals over the 3 microwindows for the two subsequent
sweeps. It is found for a cloud with IWP = 0.1 g/m2,
tc = 0.008, and size distribution SD2 (De = 10 mm), that
has a geometrical thickness Dz = 1.0 km with top height
ztop = 15.5 km. For sweep 14 pointing below the cloud, it is
located in front of the tangent point. Corresponding simulated spectra together with the MIPAS measurements are
presented in Figure 3a. To illustrate the importance of
scattering that accounts for 40 – 90% of the broadband
radiation of the analyzed spectra, model results for clearsky and cloudy conditions, but scattering neglected, are
plotted for comparison. Residuals are shown in Figure 3b.
[25] Best fit simulations largely agree with observed
spectra within the measurement accuracy for sweep 13 as
well as for mw1 and mw2 of sweep 14. Beside matching the
broadband intensity, the water vapor signatures observed in
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Figure 3. Fitting results. (a) Measured and modeled spectra for (top) sweep 13 and (bottom) 14. Modeled spectra for
clear-sky and cloudy conditions with scattering contributions neglected are plotted for comparison. (b) Residuals (top) in
intensity units (black lines indicate channel specific noise equivalent spectral radiances of MIPAS) and (bottom) relative to
the measurement. Normalized noise weighted squared residuals cnorm2 are given for the 3 microwindows of both sweeps.
the MIPAS spectra are reproduced well. However, modeled
intensities differ clearly from the measurement around an
OCS line in mw1 and an SF6 line in mw2, that were not
included in the simulation. The underestimation of the
broadband signal in mw3 of sweep 14 might be caused
by spatial variations of the effective size within the cloud,
while deviations around the water vapor features are likely
due to uncertainties of the H2O profile, which become more
evident due to stronger H2O interference in this microwindow. As no trace gas retrieval has been done from
cloudy observations, the profiles below 18 km resemble
midlatitude climatology and might differ significantly from
actual conditions.
[26] A validation of SARTre retrieved cloud properties is
not possible for lack of proper in-situ data. However, the
properties derived for the observed cirrus cloud seem
plausible. With ztop = 15.5 km the cloud is located right
below the tropopause. Due to low ambient temperature
small particles are expected to dominate, matching the
finding of De  10 mm. With its extremely low IWP, the
cirrus has not been detected from nearly coincident nadir
observations by MERIS and MODIS.

used for the retrieval. Thus, uncertainties in the atmospheric
and surface parameters, and assumptions on micro- and
macrophysical properties of the cirrus have to be considered
as major error sources. Quantification of these will be
subject to more detailed retrieval studies.
[30] Being able to model major characteristics of cloud
influenced IR limb spectra, high resolution line-by-line
multiple scattering radiative transfer codes like SARTre
can not only be used for the derivation of cloud properties
as demonstrated here, but may help to overcome the
problem of trace gas retrieval in occurrence of ice clouds.
However, to apply the technique for operational cloud
measurements optimizations in microwindow size and
positioning would be necessary as well as the implementation of a proper size distribution parameterization.
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